Introduction
Ltd., Chadwick Road, Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 1PR, U.K.]. We report only the more significant recent developments, as FIP has been described previously (Shippey et al., 1981a,b) . Rr the present application the METAFIP programs are used to find metaphase cells in a variety ofmaterials. Selected cells can then be digitized at higher resolution for interactive karyotyping. However, only the metaphase finding application is considered here.
The requirements of an automatic metaphase-finding system depend greatly on the characteristics of the material being exammcd, and on the purpose for which it is intended. In general, however, such a system should be able to detect 1) a specified number of high-quality metaphases rapidly in "rich" material (i.e., material with abundant dividing cells); here the emphasis is on achieving a low false-positive rate, with a high false-negative rate being tolerable; 2) a high proportion of the available metaphases in "sparse" material (i.e. , where there are few dividing cells); here the emphasis is on achieving a low false-negative rate, a higher falsepositive rate being tolerable than in rich material. Average set-up time was similar to that for experiment
Mechanical scan direction (X). x 1 tim, and a new scan line is ready to be output as soon as output of the previous scan line is complete.
A3. Resolution
As noted above, the specimen is sampled in y at intervals of 0.65
.tm and in x at intervals of 1 tm. (successor has a predecessor already).
These topological situations are illustrated in Figure  3 .
A5. Processing
The PPU uses a DMA interface to store interval records sequen- 
Appendix B: Software

Bl. Limbs
A basic operation of image analysis is that of "labelling," in which pixels are assigned to the discrete objects to which they belong.
In FIP this operation is carried out in one dimension (y) by the pre-processor hardware. It remains to link together these intervals in the x direction. The pointers chain together the corresponding interval records in the interval buffer and make the labeling process very rapid. In the case of more complex objects (Figure 3 , lower right) the same system of pointers is available running from either an end or a merge interval to either a start or a branch interval.
The "sub-objects" defined in this way will be termed limbs. 
B3. Cluster Features
The most important feature used by the box classifier is the object count.
The full set currently used is: object count (NOBJ), object 
C7. Modifications
The simple procedure described above must be modified to take account of the fact that metaphase spreads are not clusters of points but clusters ofsmall two-dimensional objects.
As described in Appendix B, the FIP hardware automatically breaks twodimensional objects into "limbs:' which have no merges or branches. A reference point for each limb ( Figure  3) is given by the first pixel of its last interval. This is used as the "cluster point." The chain of hardware pointers connects elements of the same limb together, so that the extent of a limb in the x dimension is easily determined. This is also possible in the y dimension, but requires a significant amount of processing. Hence the distance criterion is modified to make an accurate allowance for the x extent of each limb, and a nominal allowance for its y extent.
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C8. Limb Tests
Since the algorithm looks for clusters of objects which are bits of chromosome material, all limbs above a certain area can be eliminated.
In fact, the limb tests also reject limbs with excessive IOD or mean OD. This substantially reduces the amount of cluster processing.
C9. Dirty Clusters
Clusters of nonmetaphase material that extend over a large area of the slide could cause problems of data storage. Hence a cluster is classified as "dirty" whenever the point count, the x extent, or the y extent given in the cluster record exceeds preset limits. The storage is then freed, and the members of this cluster in the LAST-CWSTER vector are tagged as "dirty." Any new point found to be the neighbor of a dirty point is itself dirty. With this procedure little computation is wasted in handling stain debris and other nonmetaphase material.
